5.a There is nowhere to go!

Ricky and his friend went down to the park to play football. Unfortunately, when they got there a group of older boys were hanging around. Ricky and his friend decided to leave when the boys started to tease them. They went up the lane and started to kick the ball against the side of a house. An old man came around the corner and shouted at them to stop and to go home. Ricky cheekily said, “Go away! It’s alright for you, we’ve got nowhere to go!”

1. Write a list of the anti-social behaviours that can be found in the story above.
2. Discuss with a partner how each of the characters could have made better, more positive choices.
   - The group of older boys
   - The old man
   - Ricky and his friend
3. Where can you go to play football/games in your area?